Ab initio calculations based on density-functional theory have been employed to study structural and electronic properties of Bi 4 Ge 3 O 12 ͑BGO͒ and Bi 4 Si 3 O 12 ͑BSO͒, as well as their optical characteristics in ultraviolet region, up to 40 eV. The electronic structure around the band gap is found to be similar in both compounds, dominated by the O p-and the Bi s-states ͑valence band top͒ and the Bi p-states ͑conduction band bottom͒. The gap is found to be indirect in both BGO and BSO. The optical spectra are analyzed, compared, and interpreted in terms of calculated band structures. It is shown that the absorption process involves significant energy flow from the O ions to the Bi ions. This fact stresses importance of the first neighborhood of the Bi ͑six O's forming an octahedron͒, which is more distorted in the BSO than in the BGO. The latter difference is mainly responsible for the different absorption characteristics of the BGO and BSO.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scintillators are materials that convert energy of incident radiation into emission of light. They are utilized as detectors in scientific research, industry, and medicine. Their working principle is generally understood in terms of basic quantum mechanics: The incident radiation excites the atoms and creates electron-hole pairs whose energy is then transferred to some luminescent center. By returning to its ground state the latter emits radiation in a visible or near ultraviolet range, which is then captured and quantified by output electronics. Thus, in order to understand a scintillation process in any specific material the following aspects should be studied: ͑1͒ How the material absorbs the incident radiation? ͑2͒ How the absorbed energy is transferred to the luminescent centers? ͑3͒ How the luminescent centers emit the radiation? In this paper we pretend to discuss and clarify the first two aspects of scintillation process in the bismuth orthogermanate Bi 4 Ge 3 O 12 ͑BGO͒ and the bismuth orthosilicate Bi 4 Si 3 O 12 ͑BSO͒, when the incident radiation energy ranges from 0 to 40 eV.
The BGO, discovered in 1973 by Weber and Monchamp, 1 is a famous scintillator owing to its remarkable characteristics such as high density, large light output, large hardness, and low afterglow. 2, 3 It is utilized in the largest electromagnetic calorimeter in the world at CERN, Geneva, and widely applied in nonlinear optical devices and nuclear medicine. [4] [5] [6] The BSO crystallizes into the same structure as the BGO, and resembles him in many aspects. It, however, has faster response ͑three times͒ but smaller light output ͑five times͒ then BGO. 7 For this reason, the BGO and BSO are considered as complementary scintillators: The BGO is preferably used for some applications and BSO for others. 8 There are many published experimental studies about the BGO, and much less about the BSO ͑its commercial use started more recently͒. Both materials are intrinsic scintillators: Their luminescent centers are the Bi ions whose emission is due to 3 P 1 → 1 S 0 electronic transitions 1 ͑conclusion is drawn for the BGO, but there is no reason to be different for the BSO͒. The optical absorption of the pure BGO in the ultraviolet region was analyzed by Antonangeli et al. 9 via measurement of its reflectivity spectrum. The authors discussed and interpreted the measured spectra in terms of the energy band diagram constructed with the aid of cluster calculations 10, 11 which took into account just the first neighborhood of the Bi and the Ge ions within the BGO crystal lattice. The Rivas and Berrondo 12 reported an ab initio
Hartree-Fock computation of the BGO and BSO absorption and emission energies, but again considering just a small cluster of atoms around the Bi, and not a full crystal structure.
In this paper we present the first-principles calculations of the structural, electronic and some optical properties of the BGO and BSO, taking into account their complete crystal structures. To our knowledge it is the first time that this kind of treatment is applied to these compounds. Our objective is twofold: ͑1͒ to determine microscopic properties of each compound separately ͑confronting the calculations with the experimental data whenever possible͒, and ͑2͒ to compare these properties trying to discover why the two materials exhibit different scintillation characteristics. Toward these goals we analyzed and compared the electronic structures of both compounds, and on this basis determined their complex dielectric tensors, being able to identify the electronic transitions responsible for the optical absorption. We also calculated optical constants as functions of incident radiation energy up to 40 eV ͑far ultraviolet region͒. All calculations were performed with the spin-orbit ͑SO͒ interaction taken into account. Analysis of obtained results enabled us to clarify the process of optical absorption and energy transfer to the luminescent centers in the BGO and BSO, as well as to discuss the possible origin of their different luminescent characteristics. Some preliminary results of actual research have been published recently, 13 but employing less precise calculations ͑electronic and optical properties were calculated for photon energies from 0 to 25 eV͒, without taking into account the SO coupling and without any comparison with the experimental data. Here is presented a complete study, which overcomes the mentioned deficiencies.
II. CALCULATION DETAILS
The self-consistent calculations of pure BGO and BSO compounds were performed by density-functional theory 14 ͑DFT͒ based, full potential linear augmented plane wave ͑FP-LAPW͒ method 15 as embodied in WIEN2K computer code. 16 In this method, the electronic wave functions, charge density, and crystal potential are expanded in spherical harmonics inside the nonoverlapping spheres centered at each nuclear position ͑atomic, or muffin-tin ͑MT͒ spheres with radii R MT ͒, and in plane waves in the rest of the space ͑in-terstitial region͒. The choice for the atomic sphere radii R MT ͑in atomic units͒ was 2.3 for Bi, 1.8 for Ge, and 1.45 for O ͑BGO͒, and 2.3 for Bi, 1.6 for Si, and 1.4 for O ͑BSO͒.
Inside atomic spheres the partial waves were expanded up to l max = 10, while the number of plane waves in the interstitial was limited by the cutoff at K max = 7.0/ R MT . The augmented plane wave basis set was utilized in both cases. The charge density was Fourier expanded up to G max = 14. A mesh of six k-points in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone was used. Exchange and correlation effects were treated by generalized-gradient approximation ͑GGA96͒. 17 The Bi 5d, 6s, 6p, the O 2s, 2p, the Ge 3d, 4s, 4p, and the Si 2p, 3s, and 3p electronic states were considered as valence ones, and treated within the scalar-relativistic approach, whereas the core states were relaxed in a fully relativistic manner. Two kinds of calculations were performed for both systems. In the first one the SO coupling has not been taken into account, while in the second one the SO coupling has been switched on for the Bi and the Ge atoms. In the second case, the 2374 partial waves constituted the second variational basis set inside the MT spheres. This approach permitted us to estimate the importance of the effects of the SO interaction on calculated properties.
The calculations were performed in the following sequence. First, the crystalline structures of both BGO and BSO were computationally optimized by determining the equilibrium lattice constants and the atomic positions within the each unit cell. Second, the electronic structure for both compounds was calculated using a mesh of six k-points in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone. Finally, the optical characteristics were analyzed by calculating the complex dielectric tensor , whose imaginary part Im͑͒ is directly proportional to the optical absorption spectrum of the materials. The Im͑͒ is computed within the frame of random phase approximation, in the limit of linear optics and neglecting electron polarization effects, using the following formula:
for a vertical transition from a filled initial state ͉ ik ͘ of energy E i ͑k͒ to an empty final state ͉ fk ͘ of energy E f ͑k͒ with the same wave vector k. is the frequency of the incident radiation, m is the electron mass, P is the momentum operator, and ␣ and ␤ stand for projections x , y , z.
On the basis of calculated electronic structure ͑i.e., the Kohn-Sham orbitals ͉ ik ͒͘ of the BGO and BSO we computed the Im͑͒ for both compounds up to incident radiation energy of ប = 40 eV. The real part of dielectric tensor is then determined using Kramers-Kronig relation. Both real and imaginary parts of were calculated with a mesh of 44 k-points in the irreducible wedge of the first Brillouin zone in the case when the SO coupling was off and 55 k-points when the SO coupling was switched on. Owing to cubic symmetry the dielectric tensor is diagonal, with xx = yy = zz = . It is thus reduced to a scalar function ͑͒. The BGO spectrum was adjusted to match the experimental gap ͑4.96 eV͒ as found by Antonangeli et al. 9 by raising the conduction band position in energy by "scissors operator," while the BSO spectrum was not energy shifted.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Computational optimization of the crystal structure
The BGO and BSO crystallize in cubic symmetry, space group I-43d, where the Bi, Ge ͑or Si͒, and O atoms occupy 16c, 12a, and 48e positions, respectively, according to Wyckoff's notation. Primitive unit cell contains two formula units and does not have a center of inversion. Each Bi ion is surrounded by six oxygens arranged in a strongly distorted octahedron: Three of them are situated nearer to the Bi than the other three. The Ge ͑or Si͒ atoms are surrounded by four oxygens, all at the same distance, arranged in a perfect tetrahedron.
The computational relaxation of the lattice parameters resulted in a = 10.594 Å for the BGO, and a = 10.379 Å for the BSO ͑Ref. 13͒, the values that correspond to the 2% ͑BGO͒ and 3% ͑BSO͒ larger unit cell volumes than the experimental ones. 19, 20 All atomic positions inside these unit cells were then optimized using the damped Newton scheme, until the forces acting on each atom became less than 5.0 mRy/a.u.
The calculated interatomic distances between the Bi, Ge, and Si atoms on one side, and their nearest-neighbor oxygens on the other, are shown in Table I . They compare well with the experimental data, obtained at the ambient temperature. 21, 22 By comparing these distances, one can notice that the three nearest O's are closer to the Bi in the BSO than in the BGO. At the same time the three second-nearest O's are situated farther from the Bi in the BSO than in BGO. Therefore, the octahedron of oxygens around the Bi is more distorted in the BSO than in the BGO. This fact could be important to explain the different scintillation properties of these two materials, as will be discussed in the Sec. III C.
Another conclusion is that the tetrahedron of O's around the Si in BSO is more compact than the corresponding tetrahedron around the Ge in the BGO ͑nearest O's are situated closer to the Si in BSO͒. Figure 1 presents the calculated electronic structure of the BGO and BSO without taking into account the SO coupling. Band gap in the BGO is calculated to be 3.54 eV, and in the BSO 4.04 eV. The experimental values for these gaps were estimated from the optical absorption thresholds: 4.13 eV for the BGO ͑Ref. 23͒, and 4.34 eV for the BSO ͑Ref. 24͒. These values, however, refer to the energy difference between the top of the valence band and the exciton level with lowest energy. Thus, the real gaps, expressing the energy difference between the valence band top and the conduction band bottom, should be larger than reported. Antonangeli et al. 9 determined the BGO band gap as 4.96 eV extracting the excitonic transitions from the absorption spectra. In any case, our calculations underestimated the BGO and BSO gaps due to a well known effect of the GGA approximation implemented in the DFT. Figure 1 reveals a similarity of the electronic density of states ͑DOS͒ in two compounds, especially within a valence region. The major difference is found at the conduction band bottom which is compact in the BGO, while in the BSO exists one block which is isolated from the rest of the conduction band. The Bi and Ge d-states are completely populated and localized ͑with almost no dispersion͒, while the O 2s-states exhibit some dispersion but they lay in low-energy region. These states can be characterized as semicore ones. The true valence region begins at the energy of Ϫ0.4 Ry, and consists of the mixture of the Bi, Ge͑Si͒ and O s-and p-states. In order to determine predominant atomic and orbital character of electronic states in this region and at the conduction band bottom, we divided them into four blocks and performed a population analysis of the latter, which is presented in Table  II .
B. Electronic structure
An analysis of atomic and l-character of each block ͑Fig. 1 and Table II͒ Inclusion of the SO interaction introduces some differences in the BGO and BSO electronic structures, as shown in Fig. 2 . The principal changes occurred in the low-energy part of the DOS where the Bi 5d-and Ge 4d-states are split into the j =3/ 2 and j =5/ 2 components. Another change is per- 
ceived at the conduction band bottom where the Bi 6p-states split into the j =1/ 2 and j =3/ 2 components. This splitting diminishes the calculated band gap values to 3.19 eV for the BGO and 3.90 eV for the BSO. The rest of the DOS spectrum is not altered in comparison with the DOS presented in Fig. 1 . The population analysis presented in Table II stays essentially the same. The splitting between the Bi 5d components in the BGO is found to be approximately 3.0 eV, in good agreement with the conclusion of Antonangeli et al. 9 who estimated this splitting as 2.8Ϯ 0.1 eV. The Bi 6p components in the BGO are split approximately 1.97 eV, while Antonangeli et al. 9 determined this splitting as 1.8Ϯ 0.1 eV. In the case of the BSO the splitting between the Bi 5d and the Bi 6p components are calculated to be 2.91 and 1.87 eV, respectively, very similar to the case of the BGO. The Bi 6p 1/2 -and 6p 3/2 -states, however, are fully separated, while in the BGO this does not happen.
The structure of electronic bands of the BGO and the BSO in vicinity of the fundamental gap is shown in Fig. 3 . In the conduction region the BGO and BSO bands exhibit different shape along every line except the line H-N. The band structures at the top of the valence region are quite similar. For both BGO and BSO the energy maximum of the valence band occurs at the H point, while the energy minimum of the conduction band occurs in the vicinity of the ⌬ point along the line ⌫-H. Thus, our calculations predict the indirect band gap for both BGO and BSO.
The results of the DFT calculations for the BGO, presented in Fig. 2 11 who calculated energy levels of the ͑BiO 6 ͒ 9− cluster. The DFT calculations split the Bi 6s-states off ͑Fig. 4͒ owing to their mutual interaction. Bonding 6s-states are localized and situated in the separated band centered at Ϫ9 eV ͑block 1 in Fig. 1͒ , accommodating approximately one electron ͑Table II͒. Antibonding 6s-states are delocalized ͑due to hybridization with the O 2p-states͒, with the energy dispersed from Ϫ7 to 0 eV ͑block 2 in Fig. 1͒ , accommodating another one electron ͑Table II͒. Although exists a peak of the Bi 6s DOS located at the Fermi level, these states cannot be considered as being dominant there in comparison with the O 2p-states. ͑3͒ In the energy diagram of Antonangeli et al. 9 the energies of the Bi 5d and the O 2s-states overlap. The DFT calculations clearly separate these states positioning the energy of the Bi 5d-states below the energy of the O 2s-states. 
C. Optical properties
The imaginary part of dielectric function Im͑͒, directly proportional to absorption spectrum, is shown in Fig. 5 for both BGO and BSO, and for both types of calculations ͑with and without SO͒. In the case of the BGO it is also presented the experimental curve determined by Antonangeli et al., 9 from which was extracted the lowest energy peak with excitonic nature.
Both absorption spectra can be roughly divided into three distinct structures: ͑1͒ the low-energy one ͑from 5 to 11 eV for the BGO, and from 4 to 9 eV for the BSO͒, characterized by the highest intensity; ͑2͒ the middle-energy one ͑from 11 to 20 eV for the BGO and from 9 to 20 eV for the BSO͒ with medium intensity; and ͑3͒ the high-energy one, positioned above the 25 eV for both compounds. The experimental BGO curve also roughly follows the same pattern. The theoretical BGO middle-energy structure is, however, less pronounced and intense. The SO interaction essentially influences only low-and high-energy structures, while the main features of the middle-energy structure are already reproduced by the non-SO calculations. The reason for this is the SO splitting of the Bi 6p-and the 5d-states since the electronic transitions that involve these states are characterized by the lowest and the highest absorption energies.
Observing Fig. 5 one can notice different forms of absorption curves for the BGO and the BSO. The fine structure of the low-energy peaks is different, as well as the position of the high-energy peaks. The difference is observed within the middle-energy structure as well. In the case of the BGO this structure is more intense in its lower energy part, while in the case of the BSO it is essentially flat.
An interpretation of the BGO and BSO absorption spectra in terms of their electronic structures, presented at Fig. 6 , reveals the manner by which the compounds absorb incident radiation. The largest part of absorption for both compounds, described by the low-energy structure of the spectrum, is caused by electronic transitions from the band at the top of the valence region ͑block 2 at Fig. 1 and Table II͒ to the conduction band bottom ͑block 3 at Fig. 1 and Table II͒ . It is thus generated by transitions from the O 2p-states to the Bi 6p-states, and from the antibonding Bi 6s-to the Bi 6p-states. The middle-energy structure is generated by the electronic transitions from the same band to the empty bands with higher energies ͑hybridization bands͒, and from the single band centered at Ϫ9 eV ͑block 1 at Fig. 1 and Table  II͒ to the conduction band bottom ͑block 2 at Fig. 1 and Table II͒ . Therefore, this part of the spectrum is dominated by transitions from the populated O 2p-states to the other O or Ge empty states with high energy. The transitions from the bonding Bi 6s-to the empty Bi 6p-states contribute very little to absorption. In the case of the BGO there are additional transitions from the valence band top ͑block 2͒ to the empty band centered around 7.5 eV ͑block 4 at Fig. 1 and Table II͒, i.e., from the O 2p-states to the Ge 4p-states. These transitions elevate the intensity of the BGO absorption between 10 and 13 eV approximately. In the case of the BSO the corresponding transitions from the O 2p-to the Si 3p-states are missing, making a difference in the middleenergy part of the absorption spectrum between two compounds. Finally, the third structure in the BGO and the BSO absorption spectra, situated between 28 and 30 eV for the BGO and between 25 and 28 eV for the BSO, is dominated by the transitions from the occupied Bi 5d-states to the empty Bi 6p-states, as shown at Fig. 6 .
The calculated optical absorption spectra ͑Fig. 6͒, together with the characterization of the electronic structures ͑Figs. 2 and 4, Table II͒, permit a better understanding of basic scintillation characteristics of the BGO and BSO, namely, how they absorb the energy of incident radiation and how this energy is transferred to the luminescent centers. Since the intensity of absorption depends on quantity of the occupied and empty electronic states at disposal for each electronic transition, we conclude that the major part of incident energy is not directly absorbed by the Bi atoms ͑via 6s to 6p transitions͒. The O 2p-states are clearly dominant within the highest energy band in the valence region, thus the O atoms around the Bi absorb the largest part of the energy by their p-electrons, and transfer it to the Bi atoms ͑in this process the p-electrons are transferred from the O to the Bi͒. By this way the Bi ions receive the energy that turns them to the excited state. Their return to the ground state defines the emission spectrum of the compounds, but this process is not analyzed here since the present calculation method does not describe adequately the excited states in solids. We can, however, discuss this process briefly on the basis of the presented results. The differences that exist between the BGO and BSO electronic structures and optical absorption spectra are mainly caused by ͑1͒ the presence of different atoms in the compounds ͑Ge or Si͒, and ͑2͒ the different arrangements of O's around the Bi. Since our electronic structure results demonstrate that the BGO and the BSO bands in the vicinity of the Fermi level are dominated by the Bi s-and p-and the O p-states, while the Ge-and Si-states play a secondary role, we attribute a major part of these differences to the second cause. The fact that the absorbed energy flows from the O's to the Bi enforces the conclusion that the different absorptions of the BGO and BSO originate mainly from the different arrangement of the nearest O's around the Bi.
The emission characteristics of the BGO and the BSO mainly depend on the Stokes shift of the Bi nucleus and the accommodation of its electronic system to this movement ͑a fact which defines the excitation state of the Bi atom in both compounds͒. Therefore, these characteristics should also strongly depend on the Bi nearest surrounding since the latter exerts the major influence on the Bi atom. If these surroundings in the BGO and the BSO were equal, then the Bi nuclei would recoil in the approximately same manner in both compounds, the Bi electrons would relax similarly, and the excited states of the Bi in two compounds would not be too different. In this case, we should expect similar emission properties of the BGO and the BSO. Thus, the different arrangements of the nearest O's around the Bi certainly play a very important role in explaining the different emission spectra of the BGO and the BSO.
Knowing the complex dielectric function one can calculate various optical constants which characterize the propagation of the electromagnetic wave through the material.
18 Figure 7 displays the variation of the refractive index, the reflectivity, and the electron energy loss of the BGO and BSO as functions of incident radiation energy, calculated by the FP-LAPW method. It is seen that the refraction indices for both BGO and BSO reach maximal values for the energies near the absorption thresholds of the materials ͑band gap energies͒. For higher energies they exhibit decreasing tendency, somewhat steeper for the BGO than for the BSO. The calculated refractive indices compare well with the existing experimental data recorded in the lowenergy part of the spectra, which is shown in the offsets at the first panel of Fig. 7 . The calculated values of the static ͑zero frequency͒ dielectric constants are found to be 2.08 ͑BGO͒ and 2.23 ͑BSO͒, not very far from the experimental estimative 25 ͑2.09 for the BGO and 2.02 for the BSO͒. The reflectivity spectra can be roughly characterized by three broad peaks ͑structures͒, similar to the case of the absorption spectra. In the case of the BGO, the calculated spectrum is compared to the experimental one ͑Ref. 9͒, and we find that these two fairly agree. The principal disagreement is in the position of the calculated second peak which is found to be centralized around 20 eV, while the corresponding experimental peak is localized around the 15 eV. This discrepancy is probably caused by shortcomings of the DFT when de- scribing the conduction region in materials. The electron energy-loss spectra ͑EELS͒ determine a probability that the fast electrons, traversing through the materials, loose energy per unit length. According to our calculations, there are three prominent features at these spectra: one very broad peak centralized around the energy of the 23-24 eV in both compounds, and two sharp, closely spaced peaks at somewhat higher energies ͑28.7 and 29.5 eV for the BGO, and 28.7 and 29.6 eV for the BSO͒. These peaks are usually interpreted as plasmon peaks, which denote the energies at which the electronic charge in crystal performs collective oscillations. Finally, Figs. 5 and 7 confirm an important role of the SO coupling in describing the optical characteristics of the BGO and the BSO. The splitting of the Bi 6p-states significantly changes the lowest energy part of optical spectra, while the splitting of the Bi 5d-states influences the highest energy part of these spectra. The SO coupling is especially important for describing reflectivity and EELS spectra, at which it divides the highest energy peak into two ͑BGO and BSO͒ and even dislocates them in position ͑BSO͒, as shown in Fig. 7 .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We performed an ab initio theoretical study of the BGO and BSO scintillators using DFT based FP-LAPW method. Our objective was to investigate structural, electronic and optical properties of these materials in the ultraviolet region ͑up to 40 eV͒.
Our principal conclusions are the following.
• The principle effect of substitution of Ge ͑BGO͒ for Si ͑BSO͒ is the change in interatomic distances between the Bi and its nearest-neighbor oxygens: octahedral environment around the Bi is more distorted in the BSO than in the BGO.
• Band structures of the BGO and the BSO are similar, exhibiting a major difference at the conduction band bottom ͑different arrangement of empty bands͒; band gaps in both compounds are indirect.
• The top of the valence band in both compounds is dominated by the O p-states and the bottom of the conduction band by the Bi p-states. The Bi 6s-states are split due to mutual interaction. The bonding 6s-states are concentrated at the single band localized approximately 9 eV below the Fermi level while the antibonding ones are dispersed over the broad band at the top of the valence region.
• The optical absorption spectra for both BGO and BSO can be roughly characterized by three prominent features ͑peaks͒. The low-energy one, which exhibits the maximal intensity, originates from the antibonding Bi 6s → Bi 6p and the O 2p → Bi 6p transitions, the second being dominant one.
• The O atoms around the Bi absorb the largest part of incident radiation energy. This energy is transferred to the luminescent center, Bi, and turns it to the excited state. The absorption and the emission characteristics thus depend crucially on the oxygen arrangement around the Bi.
• The SO interaction influences the BGO and the BSO DOS spectra mostly in the low-energy part of the valence region and at the bottom of the conduction band, where it splits the Bi 5d-and 6p-states, respectively. These splitting affect the optical spectra, changing significantly their low-energy and high-energy features.
• Our theoretical results for optical characteristics compare well with the existing experimental data ͑avail-able mostly for the BGO͒. The calculated electronic structure of the BGO confirms the basic features of the energy band diagram constructed earlier on the basis of the reflectivity spectra, but also reveals some important differences, mostly related to the Bi 6s-states.
